Abstract: Considering that it's difficult to build target motion model in structure stochastic jump system, this paper studies system errors estimation. Based on the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation, a conclusion is drawn, that is, there exists a causal conjunction between system errors and state estimation. This paper proposes an algorithm to estimate system errors on line by combining an improved estimation algorithm of state parameters based on bootstrap filter and ML estimation. This demonstrates algorithm can be well adapted for non-linear and non-Gaussian problems. The simulation demonstrates the proposed algorithm is feasible and effective to estimate system errors for structure stochastic jump system when statistical property of system errors is considered.
Introduction
In the process of maneuvering target tracking, sensor measurement errors include system errors and random errors. System errors affect the target position estimation significantly and so does acceleration estimate of target and eventually influence tracking target. In sensor network for fusing estimation of target status, the prediction and tracking system is usually needed to predict target's system errors to improve the estimation performance.
The key topics of predicting system errors in tracking maneuvering target are the loss of target due to the maneuvering and external disturbance and system stochastic switching. This type of switch will make system structure and parameters jump dramatically randomly and make target tracking a challenge. However, with the application of structure stochastic jump system theory, the problem can be solved well.
Parameter Estimation of System Errors
Considering the system as follows: Assuming sensor system errors obey normal distribution，and its likelihood function is 
Ignoring the constant, the target maximum-likelihood function value can be expressed as follows:
Getting the maximum value of maximum-likelihood function is equivalent to getting the minimum value of () gk . Now by making partial derivative of () gk with respect to (k) x equals zero, we can get the estimation value ˆ(k)
Substituting (8) into (1) and minimizing () gk , ˆ( ,) ks b can be estimated as:
So system errors ˆ( ,) ks b can be derived by solving ˆ(k) x under the state of s in formula (9).
State Parameter Estimation Algorithm Based on Improved Bootstrap Filter
EKF(Extended Kalman filter) is a basic linear filter in non-linear system. However, it can be not applied well in real-time circumstance due to information loss in the process of linearizing. Gordon and Doucet, et al proposed (BSF) [5, 6] . The main idea of BSF is expressing state probability density function by random sample sets. Practice indicates BSF is much more accurate than EKF and if the sampling number N is suitable, it operates faster than EKF too, so it can be applied to non-linear system [4] . Now for stochastic jump system with system errors in (1)(2), we propose a filter algorithm to estimate ˆk x . The new algorithm can be described as follows:
（1）According to the known probability density function [(0)] q x of system state vector， we sample randomly to get random sample set （5）Calculating the normalized weighting factor using Smith sampling probability factor formula, that is, probability factor (1) i qk + and probability density function (1) i qk + . 
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The bootstrap filter can be realized by executing (2)~(7) recurrently.
We give an initial value to ˆk ,s b and it can be regard as a constant implicitly in iterative formula above. If the covariance value is larger than a threshold value in iterative calculation, it should be reset.
Simulation and Analysis
To verify the proposed algorithm, assuming sensor measurement errors change dramatically due to external interference (for example, radio interference), that is, noise is included in observation equation: 111 (1)( (1) sampling time, as the state switchs, system errors of state's each node will converge to a point and this point will be used as the input to switch node of the next state.
Conclusions
Considering that it's difficult to build target motion model of target in structure stochastic jump system, this paper studies system errors estimation. We propose an estimation algorithm on line by combining status parameters estimation based on advanced bootstrap filter and Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation. Based on ML, we propose there exists a causal conjunction between system errors and state estimation. An advanced bootstrap filter based on random sampling is applied to stochastic jump system. This novel algorithm can be well adapted to non-linear and non-Gaussian problems and overcomes the key topics involved by the traditional filters. The algorithm can improve the overall performance of filter. Simulation for time-variant and time-invariant system verifies is feasibility and validity.
